A “refresh for free” value proposition

DXC Converged Oracle Managed Platform as a Service (COMPaaS)

Move from costly traditional systems to on-demand hybrid IT environments that reduce capital expenditures, improve business outcomes and grow market share.

Benefits
- Retire hardware and related costs
- Migrate without upgrading to newer versions of Oracle software and databases
- Reduce operating expenses and lower total cost of ownership
- Move to a utility-based service, paying only for what you consume

Fluctuating market forces have fueled a move to cloud computing, a transition that’s transforming the way enterprises do business. However, fear of change has held back many Oracle customers from embracing the cloud.

The result: Many organizations take up to 3 months to create a new development environment, as opposed to the near-instantaneous response available in a modern cloud environment.

Modernize your IT with no new money

By taking advantage of DXC Technology’s Converged Oracle Managed Platform as a Service (COMPaaS), organizations can modernize their Oracle assets with no major investment required.

COMPaaS leverages industry-leading hybrid cloud infrastructures to deliver predefined services, operating system, database, middleware and application-as-a-service capabilities to our customers. COMPaaS represents a low-risk approach based on advanced automation, providing a repeatable and scalable solution that accelerates platform-as-a-service (PaaS) adoption, decreases costs and enhances return on investment. This unique combination helps DXC use realized savings to fund the cost of change, thereby offering a “refresh for free” value proposition.

DXC has the experience to help you consolidate and move to a new Oracle environment, using a highly innovative solution co-developed by DXC and Oracle. The COMPaaS hybrid cloud infrastructure is delivered as a consumption-based service. You will not pay for the service until you start to see the benefits of consolidation, typically 3 to 6 months after the start of the project. Our pay-for-usage cost structure releases your capital for you to use in future digital transformation projects.

Set the foundation for success

Innovative new companies and disruptive technologies are quickly changing the competitive landscape, while cloud computing has been upending technology economics and making on-premises technology obsolete in many instances.
IT departments often struggle to keep up with this rapid pace of change. When it comes to managing Oracle technologies, they find themselves restricted by highly customized infrastructure that has expanded over time. This has at times led to technology teams scrambling to find ways to reduce the costs of maintaining and integrating their enterprise hardware and Oracle software assets.

DXC’s COMPaaS has delivered dramatic savings to our customers. For example, a well-known U.S. insurance company freed up $7.6 million in capital for reinvestment in the business by moving to COMPaaS. Most organizations can expect to see 30 percent to 60 percent savings in operating costs.

Companies also report important risk-avoidance benefits. A high-profile global insurance company relied on DXC migration tools to seamlessly and securely migrate its core treasury application from aging, underperforming hardware to a modern private cloud. A large government agency realized its goal of simplifying and streamlining its aging Oracle environment by moving Oracle workloads onto COMPaaS. The move simplified support, addressed licensing concerns and improved overall business continuity.

Top 5 reasons to choose DXC
Here are five important advantages that DXC’s COMPaaS offers:

• **Unique offering codeveloped by DXC and Oracle.** Cloud computing has become the new reality. To provide customers with an industry-leading solution, the DXC Global Oracle Practice and Oracle Product Development came together to create this world-leading hybrid cloud solution, offering both on-premises and off-premises options.

• **Tool-based approach.** To begin the journey, DXC offers a rapid landscape assessment backed by a differentiated toolset. We deliver the assessment, strategy and planning required to align your IT with business strategy goals. Our factory-based approach begins with sizing, runs through deployment and continues with the day-to-day running of the new service.

• **Utility pricing.** DXC bases COMPaaS on a utility pricing model, so instead of paying for traditional infrastructure, which often sits idle until it’s required, you pay for what you use, when you use it, thereby giving back control of the IT budget to your organization.

• **Thirty-year Oracle relationship.** DXC has been delivering Oracle solutions for 30 years and currently has more than 350 Oracle customers in more than 70 countries. DXC was one of the first global partners to invest in Oracle Engineered systems and is one of the first global partners to be certified in the new Oracle Cloud Program.

• **Speed to value.** By taking advantage of the unique DXC-Oracle hybrid cloud solution and using our differentiated toolset to accelerate adoption, DXC can use the savings to fund the cost of change.

Take the next steps
Get started with us today. Too many companies have not looked beyond what they are doing today to unlock the value embedded in cloud technology. COMPaaS offers a secure, proven cloud system that helps our clients move from the high cost of maintaining traditional systems to on-demand hybrid IT environments that reduce capital expenditures, improve business outcomes and grow market share.

Learn more at [dxc.technology/enterprise_and_cloud_apps](dxc.technology/enterprise_and_cloud_apps)

See our blog, No-Nonsense PaaS
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